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The Worldcom Group® is the third oldest public relations organization in the world, with its initial roots beginning 
in Canada in 1951. Three independent firms came together to serve national clients, and then quickly expanded to 
eight firms offering strong local knowledge and deep connections in their respective communities. 

The organization became a global entity in 1959 when it joined forces with a renowned Japanese public relations 
executive who united dozens of major independent firms globally under the banner of The International Public 
Relations Group of Companies. In 1988, the organization rebranded as The Worldcom Public Relations Group and 
rejuvenated its position in the marketplace with 32 partner firms in North America, Europe and Asia.

For a complete, current listing of Worldcom partners, visit www.worldcomgroup.com
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Dear Partners,
At its core, Worldcom is a platform for collaboration – a platform that provides a rich 
opportunity to work with, learn from and lean on an incredibly diverse, experienced 
and knowledgeable group of professionals. That collaboration is manifested at every 
touch point, with fellow partners, our clients and new prospects seeking to leverage 
Worldcom’s global ideals.

This year’s annual report highlights some of the forms Worldcom collaboration 
takes, from teaming up to go after new business to learning better ways to run your 
own business, from tapping resources to serve clients in new ways to providing 
opportunities for your staff to add new skills.

One of our less visible forms of collaboration takes place across boards and 
committees and this past year has seen some great progress as a result.

Board members overseeing marketing, business development and knowledge-sharing now work together on 
a regular basis, driving SEO, content, webinar and digital advertising campaigns that are enhancing Worldcom’s 
brand, growing our audience and spurring increased in-bound contact from prospective clients and partners. 
(Reports and analytics are available on the intranet.)

Recruiting chairs are also routinely collaborating, adding nine new partners in key regions over the past year and 
helping to grow our global pipeline of prospects. And the treasurers are working together to make sure we are 
making the best use of dues, to upgrade accounting and budgeting and, notably, to manage through the retirement 
of our longtime CFO, Roxie Barrett, by retaining a firm with a broader suite of relevant capabilities.

Just as it was a year of gains for the organization, it was, sadly, also a year of major losses. Tom Donohue (a 
founding member of Worldcom), Ruth Golembo and Bill Trumpfheller all passed away in 2016. Three wonderful 
human beings, each was a highly skilled, generous and dedicated partner and all were major figures in their 
respective communities. They had many friends in Worldcom and we will miss them deeply. They exemplified what 
is best about our industry and our organization.

At a time when understanding across cultures is waning and nations are increasingly suspicious of each other, the 
global thinking and collaboration that Tom, Ruth and Bill practiced, and that Worldcom is built upon, is ever more 
important to our firms, our people and our clients. Thank you each for being part of it.

 Best Regards,
 Scott Chaikin
 Group Board Chair

Worldcom partners may review 2016 financial statements by contacting Chris Costello
ccostello@deveney.com or downloading them from the Worldcom intranet.
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Gina Lee, CEO
PRN

South Korea

“In 2016, our agency engaged other Worldcom partners in 
China, France, United States and Brazil for a major project to 
promote and develop the Manwha industry and culture. Our 
client was happy with the process and results of our combined 
work, and was much impressed by the Worldcom spirit, team 
professionalism and passion. Moving forward, the client wants 
to keep this as one of their major projects and deeply wants to 
engage Worldcom partners in additional potential markets such 
as Malaysia and Taiwan.”
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Brad Fishman, CEO
Fishman Public Relations

United States

“Worldcom’s spirit of knowledge sharing is a huge asset to 
our agency. In 2016, a partner presented an insightful webinar 
on Influencer Marketing. It included a case study sharing 
details of how his agency executed the approach for a client, 
as well as lessons learned. That webinar, along with follow-up 
counsel provided directly by the partner, opened our eyes to 
a new service offering for our franchise clients. It served as a 
springboard for Fishman PR to expand an important service to 
our clients and enhance a revenue growth opportunity.”

In 2016, Worldcom partners 
strengthened their agencies 
by collaboratively sharing best 
practices, training and knowledge.
 

 ➽ 99 partners collaborated at the global meeting in 
Brussels.  

 ➽ 116 partners connected at regional meetings 
in Sofia, Bulgaria; Hong Kong; Santa Fe, New 
Mexico. 

 ➽ 12 partners gathered in Miami for focused work 
sessions on successful communications campaigns 
in Latin & South American markets. 

 ➽ 91 presentations at Worldcom meetings, including 
77 partner and 14 external expert presentations 
ranging from Using SnapChat for Business, 
Brexit Implications, Best Practices for Wikipedia 
and Lessons from Large-Scale Events such as 
the Republican National Convention and the 
Olympics. 

 ➽ A special session on agency operations for partner 
CFOs. 

 ➽ 15 Worldcom sponsored webinars that drew 
nearly 250 registrations for presentations such as 
The Agency of the Future, The Changing Media 
Landscape and Behavior Design.
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Rhiannon Ruff
Co-Founder and Vice President

Beutler Ink
United States

“Our firm officially joined Worldcom in October 2015 and we quickly 
had the opportunity to collaborate with various partners, both for work 
with existing clients and pursuing new business. So far, four partner 
agencies have brought us in to assist their clients with projects either 
on a referral basis or working alongside the partner. We’ve found that 
working with our Worldcom partners in this way, we’ve been able to 
get quickly up-to-speed and have a great resource available to better 
understand and serve our clients. On the other side of the coin, we’ve 
also had the opportunity to bring in a Worldcom partner to work with 
us on a social media retainer, and loved working with a team that was 
so knowledgeable and willing to share their learnings. We have also 
partnered with other Worldcom agencies to go after two bigger RFPs 
that we would not have been a fit for alone.”

Worldcom continued to maintain 
and elevate high standards 
of practice by administering 
our annual peer reviews and 
instituting a new mentoring 
program. These reviews are 
scored and ensure a base level of 
excellence among all our partners. 

Peer reviews also create opportunities for partners to 
share their practice excellence with fellow partners. 
This dialogue extends partner knowledge, ensures 
partners are maintaining the highest practice 
standards and helps elevate our partners’ practices. 
More than 40 partners participated in these intensive 
review sessions in 2016.

The new mentoring program ensures new partners 
take advantage of Worldcom assets and get up 
to speed quickly. The program also helps identify 
sensitive and unique experiences (acquisitions, 
building purchases, executive transitions) that are 
important to partners and facilitates exchanges 
between senior leaders who have valuable experiences 
to share.
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Worldcom is widely known and 
highly regarded due to the quality 
of its agencies and the work we 
provide to a global client base. In 
2016, Worldcom worked to deepen 
our brand awareness by investing 
in an integrated, comprehensive 
marketing, SEO and business 
development campaign. 
 
As part of this program, Worldcom and its partners 
created and shared an extensive thought leadership 
campaign that highlighted the communications 
expertise of our diverse agency leaders. Thought 
leadership programs included technology and crisis 
communications roundtables, as well as insightful 
sessions on Brexit, Behavior Design, The Changing 
Media Landscape, The Agency of the Future and more.
 
Initial results from the campaign have been extremely 
encouraging. Virtually every Worldcom market 
has seen a significant increase in search engine 
recognition, ranging from a 30 percent increase in the 
Americas region to an 89 percent increase in EMEA. 
Worldcom also pursued a digital keyword strategy 
that generated stronger presence and placement in 
terms that are core to our brand and membership.
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“Last year, we sent out a Request 
For Partner Assistance as we pursued 
a large agricultural association. While 
we were not lucky with that particular 
request or pitch, we have had good 
support from the Worldcom partnership 
for other tenders, especially identifying 
journalists in European countries. We 
now are working with a Canadian 
partner about possible co-operation for 
a tender for EuropeAid.”
Julie James 
ESN 
Belgium

There was significant 
collaboration between partners 
in 2016 to pursue new business 
opportunities, particularly for accounts that 
required extensive resources, specialized expertise 
and global reach. About 85 percent of partners worked 
with at least one other partner on a new business 
pursuit. More than half the time, these efforts were 
rewarded with partners winning the business and 
benefiting from generous knowledge sharing and 
excellence in local markets. 

More than 60 percent of partners also reported 
engaging another partner in 2016 to support an 
existing client need, with almost as many partners 
using Worldcom’s “professional courtesy” policy to seek 
advice and counsel. Fully 75 percent of all “Requests 
For Partner Assistance” were related to opportunities 
for serving current clients or securing new business. 
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“A Worldcom partner in Italy referred 
us to one of their clients for a new 
business opportunity in Canada. 
Our partner helped us prepare for 
the pitch, understand the issues that 
were important to the client and 
encouraged us every step of the way. 
The client invited six agencies into 
the pitch, but we won the business, 
largely due to the collaborative and 
insightful collaboration of Worldcom 
partners. We look forward to sharing 
the knowledge and expertise we learn 
in this market with the goal of helping 
other Worldcom partners who might be 
working in similar industries.”
Marie-Josee Gagnon
CASCOM
Canada

Partner Snapshot Partner Snapshot



One of Worldcom’s competitive advantages is our intimate knowledge of each other’s 
agencies through our annual global gathering of all agency leaders, as well as regional 
meetings and ongoing practice group interactions. These opportunities to truly get to 
know each other allow partners to confidently work together and share resources. 2017 
promises to be a meaningful year of collaboration and partner interactions.

2017 WORLDCOM AGM
Hong Kong, China

May 2, 2017
Group Board Meeting & All Boards Workshop 
 
May 3 – 5, 2017
General Sessions

2017 EMEA REGION MEETING 
Helsinki, Finland 

September 27, 2017
EMEA Board Meeting

September 28 & 29, 2017
General Sessions

2017 AMERICAS REGION MEETING 
Minneapolis, Minnesota

October 17, 2017
Americas Board Meeting

October 18 – 20, 2017
General Sessions

2017 ASIA PACIFIC REGION MEETING 
Yangon, Myanmar

Dates and more information to come.


